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PERSEUS SCONCE

DIMENSIONS

PARTS ENCLOSED

(A) Anchor (3)
(B) Socket (2)
(C) Bulb (not included) (2)
(D) Screw (3)
(E) Wire Connector (2)
(F) Mounting Bracket (1)
(G) Screwdriver (not included) (1)

Diameter 36”

Depth 6”

Weight 14.5 lbs.

RATING

Max Wattage

Bulbs
(Not Included)

Type B

40-watt maximum



PERSEUS SCONCE

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE

WARNINGS

Inspired by the rich geometric patterns of Moroccan 
designs, this wall sconce uses perforations to 
enhance its etched forms, spread across a hand-
hammered surface, finished in rich, antique gold.

DETAILS

• Crafted of hammered iron

• Hardwire fixture, professional installation 
recommended

• Made in India

• Dust regularly with a soft, dry cloth.

• Avoid the use of harsh cleaners and abrasives 
which may damage the finish.

Reference our Measuring & Delivery Guide 
to accurately measure your space and avoid 
common delivery issues.

We recommend installation by a licensed 
electrician.

1.

To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the 
recommended wattage for this light fixture.

2.

This fixture has been rated for up (2) 40 watt 
maximum type B bulb. 

3.

1. Do not remove the lamp form its packaging by  
 pulling on the power cord as a bad connection  
 may result. 
 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or   
 personal injury, turn off the lamp and allow it to  
 cool prior to replacing light bulb(s).  

3. Do not touch the  bulb when fixture is turned  
 on or touch directly at light bulb.

https://brhome.com/pages/measuring-and-delivery
https://brhome.com/pages/measuring-and-delivery
https://brhome.com/pages/measuring-and-delivery


PERSEUS SCONCE

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and  
 remove all protective coverings. 
2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the 
 lamp will be installed. 
3. Drill pilot holes into the marked mounting  
 bracket (F) location. Use the provided wall  
 Anchors (A) for screws (D) to secure the wall and  
 screw it for mounting bracket (F) to the wall.  
 
Important: A perfectly flat wall is required for proper 
hanging. If your wall is not flat, you may need to place 
thin shims behind the bracket to accommodate. Use 
a level or a straight edge on the face of the mounting 
bracket to check for high/low points, until the 
bracket is perfectly flat. 

4. Pull wire from Wall outlet box, and attach ground  
 wire (usually green of- bare wire) from wall box to  
 ground wire with a screw. 
5. Attach hot wire from Wall (usually black) to hot  
 wire on fixture with a plastic wire connector (E)  
 and wrap this connection with electrical tape. 
6. Attach neutral wire from Wall box (usually  
 white) with neutral wire on fixture with a plastic  
 wire connector (E), and wrap this connection with  
 electrical tape. 
7. Insert (2) 40-watt max type A bulb (C) (not 
  included) as shown in picture, into the socket (B). 
8. Hang your Wall Lamp by lifting it onto the  
 mounting bracket (F). Once hung, the Wall Lamp  
 can be slid slightly to the left or to the right for  
 perfect positioning.
9. Restore power to the junction box and test 
  lamp fixture. 
10. Installation is complete.

ASSEMBLY


